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Foreword 
This Collaborative Paper is one of a series which presents the different software packages 
designed and implemented for interactive decision support. These packages constitute the 
outcome of the contracted study agreement between the System and Decision Sciences 
Program at IIASA and several Polish scientific institutions. The theoretical part of these 
results is presented in the IIASA Collaborative Paper CP-90-008 entitled Contributions 
to Methodology and Techniques of Decision Analysis (First Stage), edited by Andrzej 
Ruszczyriski, Tadeusz Rogowski and Andrzej P. Wierzbicki. 
The distributable versions of the software are usually tailored for the illustration of 
methodology and possible applications. However, for most of these software pacliages 
there exists a version made for a specific application and it is possil~le to modify each 
software package for a specific real-life application ( i f  the corresponding mathematical 
programming model is of the type for which a particular packa,ge has been designed). 
All software developed within the sc,ientific cooperation mentioned al~ove is availa1,le 
either at distribution cost or free of charge for scientific non-commercial usage 11y insti- 
tutions and individua.1~ from the countries which are members of JJASA. Inquiries about 
more detailed information and requests for the software should be atltll.essct1 to the Leader 
of the MDA Project. 
This volume contains the theoretical and methodological backgrounds as well as the 
User's Guide for multiobjective project scheduling under multiple-category resource con- 
straints. It handles quite a general class of nonpreemptive schecluling problems with re- 
newable, nonrenewable and doubly-constrained resources, multiple performing modes of 
activities, precedence constraints in the form of an activity network and multiple project 
performance criteria of time and cost type. 
Alexander B. I<urzhanski 
Chairinan 
System and Decision Sciences Program 

Abstract 
The report presents a decision support system (DSS) for multiobjective project schedul- 
ing under multiple-category resource constraints. It handles quite a general class of non- 
preemptive scheduling problems with renewable, nonrenewable and doubly-constrained 
resources, multiple performing modes of activities, precedence constraints in the form of 
an activity network and multiple project performance criteria of time and cost type. The 
DSS has been implemented on a microcomputer compatible with IBM PC, and called 
MPS. It is based on three kinds of heuristics: parallel priority rules, simulated annealing 
and branch-and-bound. The last algorithm can even yield exact solutions when sufficient 
processing time is available. Some parts of the MPS are interactive, in particular, the 
search for a best compromise schedule. Graphical facilities enable a thorough evaluation 
of feasible schedules. The report starts with a methodological guide presenting tlie prob- 
lem formulation and the three heuristics. Then, the general scheme of the MPS is given 
together with an executive guide. An expanding menu and all its options are described 
and illustrated with a simple example. The last part presents a real problein solving 
consisting in scheduling 40 farm activities. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Simply stated, the problem adressed is how to schedule precedence and resource- 
constrained activities of a project in order to accomplish a given managerial objective. 
Over the past twenty five years, a number of techniques have been developed to help 
project managers answer this question, the applicability of each technique being a func- 
tion of project characteristics and the managerial objective (see, for example, [I ,  2, 3, 41). 
In [5], a scheduling technique was proposed that is capable of heuristically or opti- 
mally solving most of the nonpreemptive forms of project scheduling prol~lcms previously 
examined in the literature. This includes time-based, time-cost trade-off, time-resource 
trade-off, and resource constrained projects. In addition, the proposed algorithm permits 
the scheduling caf activities where activity performance can increase as well as decrease 
with the availability of resources such as cash, and where resource-duration interactions 
exist. The algorithm is a branch-and-bound procedure of the backtracking variety. 
In practice, however, project scheduling problems usually should involve multiple ob- 
jectives. It follows mainly from joint consideration of resources submitted to two different 
kinds of availability constraints: ( i )  on the amount available at every moment of project 
duration, and ( i i )  on the total consumption over a given time period. Depending on 
what constraint is imposed, we have resources of different categories: renewable (e.g. 
machines, manpower, equipment) if only ( i )  is imposed, nonrenewable (e.g. money, fuel, 
raw materials) if only ( i i )  is imposed, and doubly constrained (e.g. power, rate of invest- 
ment, fuel flow) if both ( i )  and ( i i )  are imposed. The utilization of resources submitted 
to constraint ( i )  is usually concerned with time criteria (e.g. minimization of machine 
idle time is equivalent to minimization of project duration) while the consumption of 
resources submitted to constraint ( i i )  is measured by cost criteria. Thus, joint consider- 
ation of multiple-category resources involves time and cost criteria which are in general 
conflicting. 
The above facts have motivated a construction of a DSS for multiobjective project 
scheduling, called MPS. Its general scheme was introduced in [6, 7, 131. In the next 
section, we present a methodological guide of MPS, with a general problem formulation, 
the structure of the system and the algorithms used in the calculation phase. Then, in 
section 3, an executive guide of MPS is given with a detailed description of all the options 
from an expanding menu. The final section presents the steps of solving a real scheduling 
problem consisting of 40 agricultural activities. 
'Institute of Computing Science, Technical University of Poznaxi, 60-965 Poznali, Poland. 
"Center for Etlucation and Development in Agriculture, 61-659 Poznari, Poland. 
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2 METHODOLOGICAL GUIDE 
2.1 Problem formulation 
It is assumed that all time characteristics of the project are integer and that the time 
horizon Th is divided into periods of unit length, t = 1, ..., Th . 
The project is characterized by four components: set of resources R, set of activities A,  
precedence constraints in set A, and set Q of project performance measures (objectives, 
criteria). 
Set R is composed of: 
p types of renewable resources R;, ..., RIP with the usage limited to N l ,  units in every 
period t(k = 1, ..., p; t = 1, ..., Th), 
v types of nonrenewable resources R;, ..., with the consumption lirnited to Bi  
units (k = 1, ..., v), 
u types of doubly constrained resources Rf ,  ..., Rt with consumption limitecl to Bi 
units and usage to  Nkd, units (k = 1,  ..., u; t = 1, ..., Th). 
Set A is composed of n activities which have discrete resource requiremcilts. For 
each activity A, E A we have in general w, performing modes, i.e. feasible assigillneilts 
of resource amounts to this activity. In order to simplify problem formulation we will 
admit that w, = w ( j  = 1, ..., n).  Performing mode m of activity A, is dcfinccl by the 
n vector rm, = [T;,~ ... rLJp r m I . . . r ,  r i l l  .. .rkJu] whose elements determine the usage of 
renewable and doubly constrained resources and consumption per periocl (constant for 
every activity) of nonrenewable resources (m = I ,  ..., w; j = 1, ..., n). For each ~nocle nl 
the duration of A, is known: Dm, (m = 1, ..., w; j = 1, ..., n) .  Ready time a, and due 
date d, are also specified for each A, ( j  = 1, ..., n).  
The precedence constraints are represented by a directed acyclic graplr using activity- 
on-arc convention. A unique ending dummy activity A,+, with zero duration and resource 
requirement is appended to the graph. 
The set Q of project performance measures is composed of following tirne and cost 
criteria: 
project completion time: CT, 
smoothness of the resource profile: SL (k = 1, ..., p) and S i  (k = 1, ..., u), 
mean weighted lateness: MWL, 
total number of tardy activities: TNTA, 
mean weighted flow time: M WFT, 
total resource consumption: TCL (k = 1, ..., v) and TCf (k = 1 ,  ..., u) ,  
weighted resource consumption: WC, 
net present value: NPV. 
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Scheduling of the project consists in such an allocation (considered in time) of resources 
from set R to activities from set A that all activities are completed, the constraints are 
satisfied and the best compromise between criteria from set Q is reached. 
The  above model of multicriteria project scheduling has been considered first for the 
preemptive case [8, 91. The nonpreemptive case has been investigated in [lo,  111 and 
[12, 131 where an interactive procedure for multiobjective project scheduling has been 
proposed. It is using the implicit enumeration algorithm by Patterson a t  al. [5] in the 
calculation phase. The  mathematical programming formulation of this problem has been 
given in [13]. It  is based on the following definition of the zero-one decision variable: 
1 if activity Aj performed under mode m 
Xjmt  = i s  completed in  period t, 
0 otherwise 
( j  = 1, ..., n; m = 1, ..., w; t = 1, ..., Th). Associated with each activity Aj  are its critical- 
path determined early finish completion period e j  and late fillis11 completion period l j  . 
Both e j  and l j  are calculated in the usual way but using the set of ~-ninimum duration 
modes-for all activities. When determining late finish completion periotls, 1,,+1 is set equal 
to Th . Of course, xjmt G 0 for t < e j  and t > I j  . Let Pj be the set of a.11 ilnnletliate 
predecessors of activity Aj ( j  = 1 ,  ..., n).  Now, the multiobjective project scl1etlu2ing 
problem can be formulated as the following zero-one MOLP problem: 
t+Dml -1 
min S; = max ( 2  2 r k m q  
l l t l T h  j=l m=l q= t  
d rninS;= max C rmjkxjm, I - = I ,  . . . , p  
1 l t l T h  j=1 m=l q = t  
nlin M W L  = ( l / n )  x vj x x ( t  - dj)xjmt 
min M W F T  = ( l / n )  XU, x x (txjmt - nj) 
min W C  = x C; TC: + x c i  TC; 
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where cz and ci are unitary costs of Rz and R;, respectively, 
(10) 
where R: is cash, at = (1 - 6)'-' is a discount factor and 6 is a discount rate, 
subject to the constraints: 
on the performance of each activity using one mode only 
on the precedence 
on resource availability 
- renewable 
- nonrenewable 
n w 11 
- doubly constrained 
Even for a single criterion, the above problems are NP-hard and need implicit enumer- 
ation algorithms which are rather not efficient. The interactive procedure [13] proposed 
for solving the multiobjective problem makes an aggregation of objectives in a scalarizing 
function of the augmented weighted Chebyshev form. Generation of compromise solu- 
tions in successive iterations needs solving as many complex optimization problems. If 
one would like to solve them optimally, the waiting time for a next proposal would be 
very long and perhaps unacceptable for the decision maker (DM). For this reason, when 
constructing the DSS for the most general case of project scheduling, we decided to use 
heuristic algorithms. 
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2.2 Structure of the MPS 
The MPS is composed of four modules: 
a model editor, 
a heuristic algorithms for single-objective project scheduling, 
a interactive procedure for multiobjective project scheduling, 
a display of results. 
Model editor permits to enter and modify the data required to set up the model of a 
particular project scheduling problem. Its functional description will be made in the next 
section. 
Three kinds of heuristic algorithms for single-objective project scheduling are used: 
a parallel priority heuristics, 
a simulated annealing, 
a branch-and-bound type heuristics. 
2.3 Priority heuristics 
The idea of the parallel priority heuristics can be summarized in the following steps 
(cf.[14]): 
Step 1. Using a priority function create a list of activities. Set the current time equal to 
zero. 
Step 2. Choose the first activity from the list which is ready to be performed, i.e. such 
that all its predecessors are conlpleted at the current time. If the amounts of avail- 
able resources are sufficient to cover the requirements of the first performing nlode . 
of the chosen activity, then allot the required amount to this activity. 0thel.wise 
try next performing modes and if it also fails, increase the current time by one unit 
and retry the operation. Remove the scheduled activity from the list. 
Step 3. Augment the current time to the earliest period from among the completion 
period of the scheduled activities without successors in the partial schedule. 
Step 4. If the list is empty then stop, otherwise go to step 2. 
In MPS, twelve priority functions take into account time orland resource characteris- 
tics of the project: 
1. pj = I / LFTlj,  where LFTl j  is the latest completion time of activity Aj, following 
from the critical path analysis for the first performing modes of activities. 
2. pj = I/LSTlj,  where LSTlj is the latest starting time of Aj 
3. pj = l/ESTlj, where ESTlj is the earliest starting time of Aj. 
'The activity performing modes are ordered according to increasing duration when t.iine criteria are 
considered, and according to increasing cost when cost criteria are considered. 
- 5 -  
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4. p j  = l / ( E S T l j  + dj),  where dj  is the due date of Aj  . 
6. p j  = l / ( a j  + dj),  where a, is the ready time of Aj  . 
8. p j  = DIj, where Dlj is the duration of A j  performed under mode 1. 
9. pj  = Dlj + Dl;, where Sj is the set of successors of Aj  . 
10. p, = rijl, where rij1 is the requirement for renewable resource R; of Aj  performed 
under mode 1. 
11. pj  = C;', ryjk, where ryjk is the requirement for nonrenewable resource Rz of Aj 
performed under mode 1 (k=l  ,..., v). 
12- p j  = R j  + CI~S, Ric
where activities start  in their ESTlj, R, = C~=l(r;jk/N~)(Vk/K,lar)Dlj, & = / I k  + 
E k N i ,  Vmaz = maxk(V), Uk is the latest time period in which there is a non-zero 
requirement for resource R i ,  Ek is the total excess requirement for resource Ri over 
the availability N i .  
Moreover, in order to  obtain a greater variety of feasible schedules, for each priority 
heuristic 5 mutations are generated for a priority list corresponding to  a particular priority 
function. The  mutations are generated in such a way that the next activity to  he scheduled 
is taken either from the top of the original list, or is randomly chosen from first 2, or 3, or 
4, or 5 activities. In this way, we can obtain up to  60 different feasible schedules evaluated 
from the viewpoint of the chosen criteria. 
Additionally, we use a heuristic procedure specialized in smoothing resource profiles. 
It is based on the algorithm proposed by Harris (151 for the case of a single renewable 
resource and one performing mode per activity. For a given project completion time, it 
tends to  minimize a "turning moment" of the resource profile. It works in the following 
steps: 
Step 1. Assume mode 1 for each activity and calculate their ESTlj ( j= l ,  ..., n)  ignoring 
all resource constraints. 
Step 2. Create a subset of activities without predecessors in the current set. 
Step 3. For each activity from the subset, calculate a coefficient of improvement after 
delaying it by all possible (integer) lapses of time under all possible performing 
modes. Select an activity with the best positive coefficient, update its starting time 
and performing mode, and remove it from the subset and the current set. If there 
is no activity with a positive coefficient then remove all the activities. 
Step 4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until the current set becomes empty. 
Step 5. If no improvement was made in the last iteration then stop, otherwise return 
to step 2 for pushing activities in an opposite direction (predecessors have to  be  
replaced by successors and vice versa). 
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2.4 Simulated annealing 
The simulated annealing procedure starts the search from the best solution obtained 
using parallel priority heuristics. Instead of a simple local search algorithm, simulated 
annealing attempts to avoid becoming trapped in a local optimum by sometimes accepting 
a neighbourhood move which increases the value of the objective z to be minimized (cf.[16, 
171. The acceptance or rejection of an uphill move is determined by a sequence of random 
numbers, but with a controlled probability. The probability of accepting a move which 
causes an increase d of z is called the acceptance function and is normally set to exp(-6IT) 
where T is a control parameter which corresponds to temperature in the analogy with 
physical annealing. This acceptance function implies that small increases in z are more 
likely to be accepted than large increases, and that when T is high most moves will be 
accepted, but as T approaches zero most uphill moves will be rejected. So in simulated 
annealing, the algorithm is started with a relatively high value of T, to avoid being 
prematurely trapped in a local optimum. The algorithm proceeds by at temping a certain 
number of neighbourhood moves a t  each temperature, while the temperature parameter 
is gradually dropped. 
In order to  apply the silllulated annealing one has to define the neighbourliootl of 
any solution and an efficient method of moving from one solution to its neiglibourhootl 
solution with a simultaneous calculation of a new value of the objective. 111 the general 
case of project scheduling we are dealing with, we propose to define the neighl~ourhood in 
the following way. Two activities from among those which are not prececlellce-related are 
randomly chosen. Then, those two activities are permuted on the priority list correspond- 
ing to the current solution. The new list is used by the parallel heuristic to construct the 
neighbourhood solution. 
Tlle simulated annealing for project scheduling is organized in the following steps: 
Step 1. Take a starting solution, i.e. the best solution obtained using parallel priority 
heuristics. 
Step 2. Set the value of the control parameter (temperature): 
where A is an acceptable deterioration of the score on considered ol~jective z in 
relation to the starting solution (e.g.20%), xo is an acceptance coefficient close to 
one (e.g.0.9). 
Step 3. Construct a neiglibourhood solution to the starting one. 
Step 4. If the value of z has improved, then the probability of accepting the neighbour- 
hood solution as a new starting solution is equal to one; otherwise calculate the 
probability as P = exp(-&IT), where 6 is an actual deterioration of the score on z ,  
Step 5. Generate a random number from the interval [0,1] according to the uniform 
distribution. If this number is less than or equal to P then accept the solution 
constructed in step 3 as a new starting point; otherwise don't change tlie starting 
solution. 
Step 6. Repeat steps 3, 4 and 5 until the number of new starting solutions attains a 
given constant wliich corresponds to an approximate e q u i l i l ~ r i ~ ~ ~ n .  
Step 7. Set the control parameter T = 0.9 x T. Repeat steps 3 to 6 until these is no 
improvement of z for three consecutive values of T. Then STOP. 
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2.5 Branch and bound algorithm 
The branch and bound algorithm uses the strategy of the depth-first-search and starts 
backtracking from the best solution obtained using parallel priority lleuristics. The search 
tree consists of all precedence-feasible permutations of activities combined with their 
performing modes. The details of the algorithm for time and cost criteria are presented in 
[5 ] .  The results of a computational experiment with the algorithm are  presented in [18]. 
The search process can be arbitrarily interrupted (then resumed if desired) and a current 
best schedule can be displayed. 
2.6 Multicriteria scheduling 
In the case of multicriteria scheduling, the interactive search for the best compromise 
solution is organized on the set of nondominated schedules obtained using parallel pri- 
ority heuristics or simulated annealing, possibly improved using the branch and bound 
algorithm. 
The interactive procedure is organized in three steps repeated iteratively (cf. [7, 131): 
Step 1. (Starting step). Construct the k x k pay-off table Z on the set of nontlominated 
schedules. Elements z;j of Z are values of criterion i for the best schedule from 
the viewpoint of criterion j. The diagonal of Z defines an "ideal" solution which 
is unfeasible in general. The vector composed of the worst scores z;j on pal.ticular 
criteria is a "na.dirV solution. 
Step 2. (Calculation step). Find the nondominated schedule being the closest to  the 
"ideal" one in the sense of the scalarizing function (augmented weiglltctl Cllcbyslrev 
norm). 
Step 3. (Decision step). Present the schedule found in step 2 to the decision inakcr 
(DM). If he finds it satisfactory on all the criteria then STOP; otherwise ask the 
DM to specify a satisfactory criterion to be relaxed and amount of the relaxation in 
order to gain on other criteria. The relaxation is translated into a penalty function 
appended to the scalarizing function and the algorithm returns to step 2. 
The scalarizing function used in the calculation step has the followil~g form: 
s(2,f) = max(n;(q - u;)) + r x a;(*; - u;) 1Si<k i=l 
where 
k 
n; = O / x O ; ,  O; = (U; - u,)/U;, i = I , . .  . , k ,  
i= 1 
N is the set of nondominated schedules. 
Relaxation Azi determined in the decision step is translated to the penalty function 
appended to the scalarizing function: 
S(2) = s( t ,  E) + bj(Az, E), 
b(Az, H) = 1 /2 EL, (max(0, ni(z, - zj-' - A Z , ) ) ) ~  
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where j is the iteration index and 2-' E N is the schedule found in previous iteration. 
Morever, the coefficient n; of the relaxed criterion is reduced to  zero in iteration j. 
In MPS, the DM has yet two other possibilities of scanning the set of nondominated 
schedules when looking for the best compromise one. The first consists in moving from 
one schedule to  the next one from the list of nondominated schedules (option: "another 
solution"). The second possibility consists in moving from one schedule to  the next 
improved schedule from the viewpoint of an indicated criterion (option: "next improved 
solution"). 
3 USER'S MANUAL 
3.1 Installing the MPS 
MPS runs on a P C  compatible with IBM having the following minimal configuration : 
r RAM 640 kb, 
r MS-DOS ver. 3.10 or higher, 
r one floppy disk drive or, preferably, a hard disk. 
The MPS diskette or the MPS directory on the hard disk must contain the following 
files : 
r MPS.EXE a compiled system 
r 4x6.fon fonts for CGA card 
r 8x8.fon fonts for EGA or VGA card 
r 14x9.fon fonts for HERCULES card 
MPS has been written in TURBO-PASCAL 5.0 with Borland Graphics Toolbox 4.0. 
Program MPS must be compiled for a graphic card available on a user's computer. 
3.2 Menu of the system 
MPS starts when you write on the computer monitor its name and press the key ENTER. 
Then, the invitation screen appears for few seconds (cf. Fig. 2 in the Appendix). At the 
top of the menu you can choose one of three options : 
r DATA HANDLING, 
r HEURISTICS, 
r EXIT. 
To choose an option use vertical arrows which move a highlighted field. In order to  
accept a highlighted option press key ENTER. Then you go to the next step of the menu. 
After choosing DATA HANDLING option, three next options appear: 
r NEW PROJECT, 
r MODIFICATIONS, 
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EXIT. 
Fig. 3. shows a copy of the screen after choosing the DATA HANDLING option. 
Option HEURISTICS offers the following possibilities in the next step of the menu : 
SINGLE OBJECTIVE (optimisation), 
MULTIOBJECTIVE (optimisation), 
EXIT. 
Next step of the menu gives the choice of the following approximation algorithms to 
be used in calculations : 
PRIORITY PROCEDURES, 
SIMULATED ANNEALING, 
BAB TYPE PROCEDURE, 
EXIT. 
The last step of this expanding menu permits to choose one criterion in  the case 
of single objective optinlisation or two to seven criteria in the case of multiobjcctive 
optimisation. The seven criteria are the following : 
COMPLETION TIME, 
RESOURCE SMOOTHING, 
MEAN WEIGHTED ACTIVITY LATENESS, 
TOTAL NUMBER O F  TARDY ACTIVITIES, 
MEAN WEIGHTED FLOW TIME, 
NET PRESENT VALUE, 
WEIGHTED RESOURCRE CONSUMPTION, 
EXIT. 
Fig. 4. presents the full MPS menu with chosen options being highlighted. To acc.ept 
his choice, the user must press the key ENTER. The system then goes automatically to 
the calculation phase. 
3.3 Data operating 
3.3.1 The new project building 
In order to introduce a new project scheduling problem, the user must choose the option 
DATA HANDLING and next NEW PROJECT. 
First, MPS reads precedence constraints among activities, i.e. relation of partial or- 
dering in the set of project activities. It is represented in  a form of lists of immediate 
predecessors of particular activities. The following conditions have to 11e fulfilled : 
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1. Project cannot have more than 100 activities. 
2. The name of the activity must be unique. If not, MPS will write a message. 
3. The name of a predecessor of the activity must be previously defined as a name of 
the activity. Activities without predecessors must be defined first. 
4. Because of an "activity on arc" convention for a graphical representation of the 
precedence constraints, activities going out from a vertex must have the same list 
of predecessors. If the user wants a dummy activity, he must add it himself. 
The name of the activity must be written in the highlighted field preceded by the text 
"Name of the activity". This name has not be longer then 20 letters. Then, one can press 
a vertical arrow key and move to the bottom where the list of predecessors is composed. 
In order to pass to the next activity one must press key F2, and in order to go back to 
the previous activity one must press F3. Fig. 5. displays an example of the screen in the 
stage of reading precedence constraints for a project. When the last activity has been 
entered, press F4 to go to read global data of the project. The global clata are co~nposed 
of : 
1. Due date for the project (in time units) 
2. How many types of renewable resources are in the project (lna,ximally 4 ) .  
3. Name of a renewa,ble resource. The length of this name should have no more tllen 
10 characters. The user can use only small letters. 
4. Number of available units of ... (here name of a renewable resource). 
5. How many types of nonrenewable resources are in the project (maximally 3). 
6. Name of a nonrenewable resource. The length of this name should have no more 
then 10 characters (small letters only). 
7. Number of available units of ... (here name of a nonrenewable resource). 
8. Inflow(+) or outflow(-) of ... (name of nonrenewable resource) at the end of the 
project. 
9. Interest rate (in percents). This rate refers in principle to money as a nonrenewable 
resource. 
It should be specified that MPS treats a doublyconstrained resource as a simultane- 
ously renewable and nonrenewable. For example, if money would be a doubly constrained 
resource, then from the viewpoint of its total consumption it is considered as a nonrenew- 
able resource, while from the viewpoint of the intensity of its consumption in particular 
time periods, it is considered as a renewable resource. 
The user must insert the data in the highlighted fields which can be moved by pressing 
the vertical arrow keys. After pressing ENTER., MPS goes to the next phase - phase 
of reading local data for each particular project activity. There are then tlrsee further 
possibilities : 
1. After pressing keys Shift and E, option DATA HANDLING is terminated and data 
are saved in a file. 
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2. After pressing keys Shift and Q, option DATA HANDLIND is terminated without 
changing data in a file. 
3. After pressing keys Shift and N the program goes to the activity with a specified 
number. 
In Fig. 6, one can see a copy of the screen in the phase of reading global data. 
In the phase of reading local data, specific for each activity, MPS reads the following 
parameters : 
1. Release time. 
2. Due date. 
3. Number of the parralell activity before which the currently displayed activity cannot 
start - (Name of the current activity) cannot start before activity ... 
4. Weighting factor. 
5. Number of the mode (maximally 3). 
6. Activity duration for mode (number) 
7. Requirement of renewable resource (name) per unit duration, for mode (numl~cr) .  
8. Requirement of nonrenewable resource (name) per unit duration, for Inode (num- 
ber). 
9. Inflow(+) or outflow(-) of (name of a nonrenewable resource) per unit duration, for 
mode (number). 
I 
After entering data for a particular activity, the user must press ENTER to go to the 
next activity. In order to go to the activity with another number, the user must psess 
simultaneously Shift and N , and then give its number. The stage DATA HANDLING 
terminates after pressing Shift ant1 E (the data file is saved) or pressing Shift and Q (tlie 
data file is not saved). 
If the user arrives to the last activity and accepts the inserted data by pressing tlie 
key ENTER, all data are saved automatically in a file. 
3.3.2 Modificat ion of d a t a  
MODIFICATIONS of data are similiar to data entering for a new project. At the begin- 
ning, the user must choose the name of the file with the data to be modified. When going 
through three phases described in 3.3.1., the user can modify all the parameters of the 
project. 
In the first phase he can : 
a add an activity a t  the end of the list of activities, 
a delete the activity by inserting spaces instead of its name, I 
a delete one of predecessors of the activity by inserting spaces instead of its name. I 
a add a predecessor to an activity. 
In the two next phases, the user can modify project and activity parameters. It can 
be done in the same manner as in the case of building a new project. Howeves, all 
modifications can be saved only after pressing Shift and E. 
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3.4 Calculation 
The project scheduling problem characterized in an activated data  file can be solved using 
one of the three algorithms described in section 2 : 
priority heuristics, 
simulated annealing, 
branch and bound (BAB). 
The  same selection of algorithms is offered for single and multiobjective optimization. 
The  priority heuristics give up to  60+p feasible schedules (p  is the number of renewable 
resource types). In the single objective case, the best schedule from the viewpoint of a 
chosen criterion is adopted, while in the multiobjective case, a subset of nondominated 
schedules is identified and an interactive search over this subset is organized by the system. 
Simulated annealing is activated for each selected criterion (cf. Fig. 8). In the 
multiobjective case, each generated schedule is tested for dominance and it is saved when 
nondominated (cf. Fig. 12). This algorithm is especially worthwhile when the user is 
interested in getting a large variety of nondominated schedules for the interactive phase. 
Branch and bound algorithm (BAB) improves nondominated schedules obtained using 
priority heuristics. At its output,  one gets either the best improved solution from the 
viewpoint of a single criterion or a set of nondominated schedules from the viewpoint of 
multiple criteria. The  user can break every procedure by pressing any key during its run. 
In the case of BAB, MPS displays after the break the current best schedule and asks the 
user about the continuation of the calculation. After pressing key "Y", MPS continues 
calculation with BAB; key "N" terminates the procedure. 
In the mu1 tiobjective case, the number of nondominated schedules generated and saved 
in the calculation phase is displayed (NNDS= ...) in the upper right corner of the screen 
(cf. Figs. 12-15). 
3.5 Display of results 
The feasible schedules submitted for evaluation of the user are displayed in a graphic 
and table form. An axample of such a display is shown in Figs. 10, 16. Gantt  charts 
and resource profiles are shown in four windows of the screen. A highlighted window 
is an active one and can be either enlarged on the whole screen (cf. Fig. 9) or used to  
display another picture from an offered variety, or a table schedule specifying start  and end 
times of activities, their modes and resource requirements in time. The  user can change 
the active window by pressing arrow keys. The  screen can be copied on the printer by 
pressing key H (HARDCOPY). When pressing key 0, the user gets a new menu offering 
the possibility of changing the contents of the active window. Key Q is used to  abort the 
current stage and go to  the main menu. 
In the multiobjective case, there are three possibilities of scanning the set of nondom- 
inated schedules (cf. p. 2.6) : 
1. To see the next nondominated schedule from the generated set (key A ) .  
2. To see a nondominated schedule with the minimal improvement on the criterion 
indicated by the cursor (key N). 
3. To relax one criterion indicated by the cursor and search for an ilnprovcd schedule. 
A value of the relaxation is showed in a lower line. 
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Table 1. List of activities of the agricultural project 
harrowing wheat 
harrowing rape 
sowing rape 
croopping harv lupin 
drying lupine 
croopping of strorer 
cutting down lucerne 
cutting down grass 
tedding grassland 
raking grassland 
croopping grassland 
desication potato 
harrowing wheat 
harrowing rape 
sowing rape 
croopping harv lupin 
drying lupine 
croopping of strorer 
cutting down lucerne 
cutting down grass 
tedding grassland 
raking grassland 
croopping grassland 
desication potato 
croopping sugar beet 
fertilisation lupine 
croopping fodder bee 
fertilization wheat 
ploughing 
skimming lupine 
harrowing lupine 
harrowing wheat 
sowing wheat 
croopping sugar beet 
croopping potato 
harrowing potato 
ploughing 
sowing corn 
fertilization fodder 
ploughing corn 
An error of filling the cursor field can be erased after pressing key D. Position of 
the cursor can be moved using the keys of horizontal arrows. The user can view the 
current schedule after pressing key V. In Figs. 13, 14 and 15, examples of displays in the 
interactive phase of the multicriteria optimisation are shown. 
3.6 Example of scheduling 
In this section, we shall illustrate the functioning of MPS on an example of scheduling 
40 farm operations subject to precedence and resource constraints (cf.[6]). The list of 
operations is given in Table 1. 
There are two types of renewable resources: manpower and tractors, available in 200 
and 150 units, respectively. The only nonrenewable resource, money, is available in 20000 
units at the beginning of the project. For majority of project activities there are specified 
three performing modes differing by resource requirements and duration. Ready times 
and due dates of activities follow from an agricultural calendar. Those data are presented 
in Table 2. A graphical representation of precedence constraints in the set of activities is 
given in Fig.1. 
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Fq I. Procrdence wnsiraintb in the set of ogricultuml activities 
In Table 2, the following notation has been used: dil, di2, di3 - duration of activity i for 
the first, the second and the third performing mode, respectively, cr; - ready time of activity 
i, 6i - due date of activity i, Rbk - requirement of activity i for the j-th renewable resource 
under k-th performing mode, RGk - requirement of activity i for the j-th nonre~~ewable 
resource under k-th performing mode. 
Screen copies shown in the Appendix summarize the process of single and multiobjec- 
tive calculations for the agricultural project. 
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Table 2 .  Characteristics of agricultural activities 
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Table 2. cont. 
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Screen copies of the MPS 
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Tschnical hiuen~ity of PozMn, 68-%5 P-n, Poland 
Bole6lau Soniaricki, 
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in A g ~ i c u l W ,  61-659 Poznan, Poland 
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Rl tiob~ecti~e Resowe-Cons tnined h~ect Schsdul ing 
1he Hane of the Active P i l e  : 
Select  i t en  u i th  t or h , then h i t  RETURN 
Fig. 3 
Mu1 tiobjec tive Resource-Constpained P ~ j e c t  Scheduling 
The Nane of the Active File : RADZIHRA 
Select i ten with t or 4 , then hit RETURN 
Fig. 4 
Nane of the activity- I * I  
List of i ~ n e d i a t e  predecessors 
harrowing rape a 1 sowing rape a 
croopping harv lup b I drying lupine b 
crooypin of stror b i cuttlng own lucer b 
1 D E X T  FIELD NEXT ACTIUIIY PREUIOUS ACIlUlTY 131 EXIT 
Fig. 6 
Name of-reneuahle resoilrce 1 
Name of renewable resource 2 
Number of ava i lab le  uni t s  of "workers " 
Nunber of ava i lab le  unl t s  of " t r ac to r s  " 
workers 
t r a c t o r s  
How  any types of nonrenewable resources ? (MX 3)  1 
Name of nonrenewable resource 1 cash 
Nunber of ava i lab le  uni t s  "cash I1 28688 
Inflow(+) o r  outflow(-) of "cask " a t  the end of the project l&% 
I n t e r e s t  r a t e  (percent)  5 
m i r x r  FIELD ~ I R S I  R C I I U I I Y C Q H D ~ U I I ~ ~ E R  OF B C I ~  UITY 
Release t i ne  
Due date 
"drying lupine " cannot s t a r t  before p a r a l l e l  a c t i v i t y  nol 
Wei h t in  ac to r  
NUM % e r  o ! mode  ax 3)  
Bct iu i ty  durat ion f o r  mode 1 
Requir, of renewl resource "workers " p e r  un i t  duration f o r  mode 1 
Requir, of renewl resource " t rac tors  ' per ilni t duration f o r  node 1 
Requir, of nonrenew, r e s ,  I' cash " per un i t  duration f o r  node 1 11 
Inflow(+) o r  outflow(-) of "cash "a t  the end of the ac t  node 1 0 
DcExr F I E L D ~ E X I  B c I I u I r Y ~ R u E O Q u I ? ~ o l  OF BCTIUIIY 
Fig. 7 
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Permuted a c t i v i t i e s  18 34 
Acceptance : YES 
Probabi 1 i ty of acceptance : 0,1711 
Temperature: 2 0 , 2  Current va 1 ue of CI : 141 00 
Previous value of CI : 141,00 
S ing le  Objective Opt imisation 
Simqlated Anneal ing Procedure 
Project burat ion 
Please ,  w a i t , , ,  
HARDCOPY Q U I T  
Fig. 9 
- 23 - 
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EE OPI ION IIC) MOUE UINDOU E EN~ARGWENI ) HARDCOPY a Q U I T  
Fig. 40 
I41 tiobjectiut ksourc~-Cons t ~ a i n ~ d  hjtc t Sckdul ing 
the Nane of the Active P i l e  : PR23 
Select  i ten  u i th  t or I , then h i t  RETUJIN 
Fig .  4f 
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Conparison of the obtained s o l u t i o n  u i t h  the previous one 
and the  reference point  
NHDS: 24 
Objec t ives  , U HWJL TflJ MFT WU1 URCl 
R e w  l e v e l  1 60 
ND SOLUTION WITH INPROUUCD UAUE OF A CHOSM CRITERION 
9 A N O T H E R  ND SOLUTIO 
"k HOOSE THE FIELD ACCDI PEJJTE CHANGING UlEU 
I d e a l  p o i n t  
Nadir p o i n t  
118 23 3 788 17808 10131 
161  303 16 1300 17313 10829 
R e w  l e v e l  1 60 850 
ND SOUTION UITH IMPROUUED VALUE OF A CHOSEN CRITERION ir ANOTHER ND SOLUTIO 
'k HoosE THE FIELD Accar mrs o r m ; l n c  1 1 u  
Previous  b u t  one 128 47 7 887 17548 16373 
122 34 7 811 17369 16465 
122 59 7 788 17313 10307 
I m 
C o ~ p a r i s o n  of the obtained s o l u t i o n  u i t h  the previous one 
and the  re fe rence  po in t  
NNDS: 24 
~ 
Object ives  , CT I U J L  TNTJ HUFI NPUl WRCl 
Fig. 45 
I d e a l  po in t  
Nadir po in t  
118 23 3 788 17808 10131 
1 6 1  303 1 6  1388 17313 18829 
Previous  but  one 122 59 7 788 17313 10307 
Previous  122 59 7 788 17313 10307 
Obtained 122 45 7 826 17498 10282 
m 
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